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What is Sateless Suitcase?
Sateless Suitcase is an established travel blog 
centering on cultural travel. It’s told from the creative 
perspective of an art historian who searches for beauty 
and inspiration in Europe and beyond. The travel 
stories and photo essays rank from tales about 
studying abroad to observations of Gothic cathedrals 
to the personal accounts of the reality of being a 
traveling art historian. Several different articles series 
focus on introducing Europe’s cultural gems, historic 
cities, and world heritage sites which are of relevance 
for readers interested in art, culture, and history. 
Sateless Suitcase is a resource for everyone desiring 
to have an authentic, meaningful, and culturally 
illuminative travel experience. 
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Who is Julika?
I am a cultural history Master’s graduate from 
Germany, specialized in medieval art, architecture, and 
culture. Traveling and art have been a part of my life 
ever since I was little – for me, art and travel are 
inseparable, because art can only be found and 
understood through traveling. I travel to see our 
beautiful world's art and architecture with my own 
eyes. Moreover, I am a quirky coffee junkie and I 
sometimes wish I lived in the middle ages, but this way 
I can provide a unique, innovative, and slightly geeky 
perspective on cultural travel. My goals are 
overcoming my fears, figuring out what to do with my 
“useless” degree, and inspiring other travelers through 
sharing the beauty I find abroad in words and photos.
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Statistics and Demographics

• Monthly Page Views: 27,600 

• Monthly Visitors: 8,700 

• Monthly Unique Visitors: 7,300
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• Twitter Followers: 3,400 

• Instagram Followers: 1020 

• Facebook Fans: 720 

• Google Plus Followers: 820 

• Pinterest Followers: 330

Page Statistics Social Media Statistics



Why work with Julika?
I will provide thorough coverage of a destination or an 
activity I took part in. Through photo essays, museum 
reviews, and write-ups of personal experiences, I will 
share my cultural enthusiasm with my dedicated 
readers and followers. 

I always challenge myself to create flawless words and 
gorgeous images to represent a destination, activity, or 
brand in the most excellent and most attractive way. 
While I travel, I will provide real-time updates through 
my various social media channels to get my followers 
interested in the destination I am visiting. Whether in 
social media or on my blog, I am always a professional 
with my words and photos. 
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Julika´s Photography



Contact me

eMail:            julika@sateless-suitcase.com
Twitter:          @JulikaSarah
Facebook:     facebook.com/SatelessSuitcase
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